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The PDSS/IMC Computer Interface Simulation (CIS) software
was developed in accordance with the following document:




The PDSS/IMC CIS software executes as an application of
PUSS. The user should reference the following documents for
details on the operation of the PDSS/SEID.












 should also be familiar with the DEC RT-11
Operating System, the DEC LSI 11/23 processor, and the Standard
Engineering CAMAC Crate.
	 Figures A-1, A-2, and A-3 show the
PUSS configuration for the CIS application.
2Figures A-7 to A-12 define the PDSS/IMC display pages
supporter' for the CIS application. Figure A-7 is the standard
PDSS display page containing data and status for the SEID
interfaces.	 Figure A-9 is the simulated display page for the
ASTRO/IMCE flight display page. 	 Figures A-8 to A-12 are the
s
	
user defined display pages.
c
32.0 MUM CIS STRUCTURE
The POSS/IMC CIS software provides a real time interface
simulation for the following INC subsystems:
• Dry Rotor Inertial Reference Unit (DRIRU-II)
• Advanced	 Star/Target	 Reference	 Optical	 Sensor
(ASTROS)
• Ultra Violet Imaging Telescope (UIT)
• Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photopolarimetry Experiment
(WUPPE)
• Cruciform Power Distributor (CPO)
• Spacelab	 Experiment	 Computer	 Operating	 System
(SL-ECOS)
The CIS models are structured as PDSS tasks allowing the
models to be active/inactive as specified by the operator.
Figure A-4 depicts the task (Model) data flow for the CIS
application.
Figure A-5 defines the CIS model interfaces and Figure A-6
specifies the interface assignments to the models.
A brief description of each of the models follows.
2.0.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM MODEL
The Power Subsystem model
	 runs once per second. 	 The model
acquires four power signals	 over	 SEIO FI	 channels
	
(FI
	 33 -	 +SV,
FI	 37	 - +15V, FI	 39	 =	 - 15V,	 and	 FI 45	 -	 temp).	 The model
outputs to	 the CAMAC





	 2-1	 defines	 the	 power	 subsystem model
logic.
42.0.2 UIT INTERFACE MODEL
The UIT interface model receives two serial messages and
outputs pitch and yaw analog differences every 20 milliseconds.
Figure 2-2 depicts the UIT interface model.
2.0.3 WUPPE INTERFACE MODEL
The WUPPE interface model receives one serial message
every 20 milliseconds. Figure 2-3 depicts the WUPPE interface
model.
2.0.4 DRIRU MODEL
The DRIRU model provides a DRIRU-II interface simulation
that includes 12 incremental angle pulse channels, 12 range
status telemetry discrete output channels, 6 analog rate
telemetry ana l og output channels, 3 gyro temperature resistor
channels, 3 motor current telemetry analog output channels, and
12 electrical interface mode command discrete input channels.
Figure 2-4 depicts the DRIRU model.
2.0.5 AST MODEL
The AST model provides an interface simulation for the AST
Star Tracker. Figure 2 - 5 depicts the AST Interface Signals and
Figure 2-6 depicts the AST model logic.
most ti ► ^.r
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2.0.6 COMET TRACK MODEL
The Comet Track model provides a data interface simulation
of the Comet Track data. Figure 2-1 depicts the Comet Track
model.
2.0.7 ECOS/ECAS MODEL
The ECOS/ECAS models provide a simulation of the ASTROS
ECOS and ECAS functions including DDU flight display, DDU










N(11)A(0) =	 +5V VALUE
N(11)A(1) =	 +15V VALUE
N(11)A(2) =	 -15V VALUE
N(11)A(3) = TEMP VALUE







REPEAT EVERY 1.0 SECOND
CASE DCTRL[1]
0: SELECT FI VALUES
>0: SELECT DPWR VALUES




FIGURE 2-2: UIT INTERFACE MODEL
mop---
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INPUT	 PROCESS
REPEAT EVERY 20 MILLISECONDS
ACQUIRE
UIT SERIAL	 FETCH UIT PITCH AND YAW DATA
MESSAGE




N(10)A(6) = UIT XERR



























FETCH EIMC DISCRETE INPUTS
IF ORIRU INITIALIZE
SELECT MOTOR CURRENT DATA DTMV
SEND MOTOR CURRENT DATA
ENDIF
BEGIN RANGE STATUS TELEMETRY
COMPUTATION
IF (RRHlx .AND. RRH2x)=1
THEN RSTxxx=O
IF (RRLlx .AND. RRL2x)=1
THEN RSTxxx=1
CASE DCTRL [8]
0: SELECT MODEL RST DATA
>O: SELECT DRST















FIGURE 2-4: DRIRU MODEL
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IF PULSE OUTPUT COMPLETE
SELECT GYRO DATA DGYRO
}	 SELECT GYRO DATA DRATE
SEND GYRO DATA
COMPUTE ANALOG RATE TELEMETRY



















IMC RAU	 LOGIC/ANALOG GROUND	 ASTROS
COMMAND CLOCK (1 MHz BURSTS) ELECTRONICS
COMMAND DATA (16-BITS+PARITY) ASSEMBLY
DIGITAL	 DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
DATA CLOCK (1 MHz BURSTS)
SERIAL DATA (16-BITS + PARITY)
T/E COOLER POWER ON/OFF
ON/OFF	
COVER OPEN/CLOSE













CCD COOLER POWER (VOLTAGE)
HEATER NO. 1 POWER (VOLTAGE)






+h V M(A .
+28 VDC (UNREGULATED)(2 CABLES)*
POWER	 POWER GROUND
SYSTEM	 CHASSIS GROUND
*1 POWER CABLE TO ELECTRONICS AND 1 POWER CABLE TO HEATERS.
NOTE 1 - MSFC MENTIONED REMOVAL OF THIS LINE.
NOTE 2 - SCALE FACTORS DEFINED IN DETAILED SPEC #ES51
FIGURE 2-5: ASTROS INTERFACE SIGNALS
PROCES!INPUT
r
FIGURE 2-6: AST MODEL
l
REPEAT EVERY 1.0 SECOND
SELECT AST ANALOG DATA -DASTAL
SEND AST ANALOG DATA
FETCH AST SERIAL INPUT
CASE SERIAL INPUT
COMMAND: PROCESS COMMAND
FRAME START: SELECT OUTPUT
DUMP: SELECT DUMP
END CASE




1 - HEAT SINK TEMP
2 - OPTICS TEMP
3 - EA TEMP
4 - CCD LOOP PWR
5 - HEAT N1 PWR
6 = HEAT N2 PWR





4 = SA ELECTRONICS
5 = BASE PLATE
TEMP
ASTI






FIGURE 2-7: COMET TRACK MODEL
^°	 ._
INPUT	 PROCESS	 OUTPUT
2.1 PDSS, POWER UP










Conrac VDU Power Switch On
DSD-880 Power Switch On
VT-125 Power Switch On
Quantex Line Printer Switch On
PDSS Crate Power Switch On
SEID Power Switch On
The LSI 11/23 will boot RT-11 from the DSD winchester
disk. Standard RT-11 operating system commands can be used for
setting date and time.
UATE dd-mm-yy
TIME hh:mm:ss
The RT-11 initialization file "SY:STARTX.COM" sets the
date. The DATE command in this file can be changed using
standard DEC editor functions.
The SEID time is set by the "SET-GMT" command as described
in IR -AL-W .
2.2 PDSS Power Down
The following steps should be followed to power down PDSS.
STEP	 ACTION
1	 Turn Conrac VOC Power Switch Off
`L	 Turn USD-880 Power Switch Off
3	 Turn VT-125 Power Switch Off
4	 Turn PDSS Crate Power Switch Off
5	 Turn SEID Power Switch Off
6	 lurn Quantex Line Printer Switch Off
2.3 POSS/IMC CIS CABLES
15
The following cables should be connected.
CAMAC RAUI- J1 ---------------------- IMCE ASTI -J1
CAMAC RIUI-J1 (UIT) ---------------- IMCE DEI-J1
CAMAC RIUI-J2 (WUPPE) -------------- IMCE DEI -J2
CAMAC GYROS 1 (N5) J1, J2 ---------- IMCE DEI43
GYROS 2 (N6) - J3
GYROS 3 (N7) - J4
GYROS 4 (N8) - J5




CAMAC 3112 (N11) - J3
CAMAC 3112 (N12)
SEID J1, J5------------------------ IMCE DIOI J1




SEID J4, J7 ------------------------ IMCE PWR J2
SEID J9 ---------------------------- IMCE HRMI J1, J2
SEID J10--------------------------- IMCE RAUI J1, J3, J4, J5, J6
SEID J17, J18----------------------STAGS J1, J2
SEID J19, J2U ---------------------- ITF HRM J1, J2
SEID J16---------------------------CAMAC PARALLEL PORT
2.4 RUNNING CIS
The following section covers the commands to start and
stop the CIS application.
2.4.1 CIS Start
The CIS	 application	 is	 initiated	 by	 the	 following





F	 2 SEID	 reset Reset	 SEID	 (see below)
3 "4" Selection	 Option	 4
F	 4 " Power-On	 IMCE	 (see below)
5 "INIT" Start	 CIS	 Application
6 "-PUN	 1" Perform	 SEID	 Initialize
(1) The
	 "@RCIS"	 operation	 causes the RT-11 operating	 system to
r
perform	 command	 file
	 [RCIS.COM ], to	 load	 the
	 PDSS/IMC
application	 program,	 and to	 initiate
	 program	 execution.
When	 loaded	 and	 started, the
	 PUSS	 program	 displays
	 the
PUSS	 Master	 Display	 page (Figure	 A-7)	 on	 the	 VT-125	 and
opens	 communication	 with the	 SEID	 on	 the	 parallel	 port.
When	 the
	 PUSS LSI	 11/23	 has established	 communication	 with
the	 SEID,	 the	 PDSS Master Display	 will	 prompt	 the	 user	 to
select	 the	 program option.
(2) If the PUSS LSI 11/23 cannot establish communication with
the SEID, the operator will be prompted to reset the SEID.





on the PUSS Master Display and the ringing of the VT-125
bell. The operator should depress the SEID reset button
on the SEID front panel once. The PDSS Display page
Should then return to the "SELECT OPTION" message.
CAUTION: Depressing the SEID reset button when not
requested or while the program is being loaded causes the
program to crash requiring a hard recovery to be
performed.
(3) PDSS option "4" should be selected causing the display
page to be cleared and the prompt "?" displayed.
(4) Figure A-13 identifies the commands for the power up/down
of IMCE subsyste ,ns. Two configurations are supported:
first - IMCE is powered via the simulated CPO and the
PDSS/SEID is cabled to allow SEID control of IMCE power
supply, and second - IMCE is powered via the CPD.
(b) The CIS task are initiated by the "INIT" command.















in general, during this period, the operator should not
attempt any keyboard commands.
An "=RUN 2" command would cause the executive to bypass the
automatic SEID initialization.
If after the "MON" command is issued there are "BAD SEID
RESPONSE" messages, the IMCE has not been powered or the RAUI
cable has not been connected. 	 The operator should issue a
"MOFF".	 Once the IMCE is powered and the RAUI cabled, the
operator enters a "MON" command to start the SEID monitor.
2.4.2 CIS STOP
To stop the Cli task, the following commands should be
entered:
=STOP







2.4.3 CIS QUICK START/STOP
To perform a quick stop of CIS:
STOP 5
HOFF
PULSE 33,ON or PULSE 54,ON
To perform a quick start of CIS:




During the power on/off sequence, if any of the following
condition= arise, a recovery procedure should be used.
1. SEID will not initialize
2. Garbage characters appear on CRT
3. Proyram does not complete initialization
FAST RECOVERY PROCEDURE:
1. Reset CRT (Depress SET-UP,O)
2. Depress SEID Reset
3. Depress LSI 11/23 BOOT
20
HARD RECOVERY PROCEDURE:
1. Power Off SEID
2. Power Off POSS CRATE
3. Reset CRT !Depress SET-UP,O)
4. Power On POSS Crate
.r,	 5. Power On	 SEID
2.5 PDSS/IMC CIS COMMANDS
PDSS/IMC CIS commands are grouped into two categories: CIS
UDU simulated commands and CIS system commands. Figure A-14
lists the commands for each category.
The general syntax for PDSS/IMC commands is as follows:
-cccc </k> <pl,p2, ... pn>
All PUSS/IMC commands must have an equal "-" character as
the first character. The "=" character is used by the PDSS
keyboard monitor for detecting those commands to be handled by
user tasks.	 Failure to have an "=" as the first character
results in a PDSS message - "PDSS-68: INVALID COMMAND".
Embedded blanks are not allowed in the 'cccc'.
The < > brackets denote optional data for commands.
Keys (/k) are optional and may be included with command
Parameter data is entered as pl,p2,...pn. Unless other
specified, the data is entered in hexadecimal.	 Leading ze
are not required. Spaces ai
within the data itself. Either commas or spaces may be used as
separators. The number of parameters is a function of the
command.
2.5.1 OOU SIMULATED COMMANDS
The ODU commands provide a simulated DDU keyboard function.
2.5.1.1 I-Item Entry
Syntax: =I item-number hex-data ...
The =I simulates the DUU Item Entry keyboard function.
Item Entries identified for IMCS are defined in Figure A-15
and Figure A-29.
The IMCS flight display page can be viewed on the PDSS VDU
display page 1 (=DISP 1).
2.5.1.2 P-PFK
Syntax: =P pkf-number
The =P simulates the DDU PFK keyboard function. 	 No




The =T simulates the DDU TYPE keyboard function. No
	 TYPE
_-,	 commands are identified for IMCS.	 The =T is null processed.}
2.5.1.4 C-CND
Syntax:	 =C C-type sid hex-data
-C WRI sid hex-data 	 (Figure A-29)
-C ISS sid	 (Figure A-28)
The =C simulates the UOU CMD keyboard function.
CMD sid's are identified in Figures A-30 and A-31. These
commands are distinguished by commands that pulse discretes
("ISS") and commands that write serial commands to the AST
("WRI").
E xampl e:
To select GYRO channels XA,YB,ZA the operator enters:
-C ISS 3917 <CR>
Example:
To add defect coordinates C=10, L=14 the operator enters:




To send an AST test command, the operator enters:
-C WRI tbd-sid F003 dddd dddd <CR>
The test commands are summarized in "Software Requirements
Definition for ASTROS Star Tracker (AST) Firmware (DM05, Rev.
C), 1 June 1984, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Figure A-42.
2.5.2 SYSTEM COMMANDS
The System commands identified in Figure A-14 provide
operator control of system functions. Each command is
described in the following sections.
2.5.2.1 COMM Command
Syntax:	 -COMM comment-character-string
comment-character-string - character string of length
16
The COMM command allows the operator to enter a 16
character comment line in the log buffer. On each log cycle,
the entire log buffer including the comment field is written to
disk.
The COMM command can be used for reference points,
reminders, or test headers.
2.5.2.2 CTRL Command
Syntax:	 -CRTL control-key [,integer-data]
control-key -["/V', ' /M', "W. '/T']
The CTRL command provides system level control to the
operator.
/V
The "/V" key toggles the verify control switch between
verify /no-verify.
/M




	 1 <- i <- 28
t = milliseconds
Tne "/T" key causes time parameter i to be updated to time
value t (milliseconds). POSS/IMC software provides the user
with setable time variables as listed in Figure A-16.
24







0 - Reset to zero
I - Freeze
2 - Compute drift rate
The "/V command controls the earth's rate computation for
DRIRU comparison.
The earth's drift rate is computed as 15.04107
arc-seconds/second * cos (Latitude - 34.6474 ) (15.04107 *
COS(346474) - 12.373781) and is displayed on display page 3
(-DISP 3). The gyro drift rates are read and accumulated once
per second.
2.5.2.3 DISP Command
Syntax: -DISP display -key pid
display -key - ['/I", -/F', '/U']
The DISP command is used to request the active display of a
display page, to re-initialize a display page, to freeze a
display page, or to unfreeze a display page.
Unless frozen, all display pages are updated on a round
robin basis at the display rate.
The pid parameter designates the display page (i.e.,l < pid
	
5).	 A value for pid outside this range is treated as an







Requests an active display of page 2.	 The requested page
is mapped to the active page of the VDU.
Example:
=DISP/I 3
Re-initializes the background data from disk for page 3.
The foreground or variable data for page 3 will be lost.
Example:
=DISP/F 1
Freezes display page 1.
	 The display function will not
update the page data until an unfreeze is invoked.
Example:
=DISP/U 1
Unfreezes display page 1.
2.b.2.4 LOG Command
Syntax: =LOG [addr.number-words]
The =LOG command toggles the POSS/IMC log control switch
between active/inactive. When active, the POSS/IMC log function
27
logs the INC Data Buffers to disk file (IMC.LOG) at the time
interval CT26 . 1.0 seconds]. When inactive, the PDSS log
function is nut performed.
If no parameters are specified, the log function defaults
to addr(GMT),852; i.e., the log record is 852 words in length
^..'	 and starts at the data entry GMT.
2.5.2.5 NOD Comand
Syntax: -NOD addr hex-data ... hex-data
addr - octal address
hexdata - hexadecimal data
The MOD command is used to chanyi data.
	 The hexadecimal
data is moved into the data buffer beginning at the address
(addr) specified.	 If the address range is actively being
displayed on the VIEW page, the display data will be updated.
After all data has been deposited in memory, the next
deposit address is displayed on the system console.
2.5.2.6 PNEN Comand
Syntax: -PNEN
The PMEM command prints the display pages on the PDSS line
printer. T'is command provides a hard copy mechanism for saving





The STOP command closes the log file, stops the logging
function, and clears the CAMAC CSR, INT and CCR registers. The
command stops the comet track seqeunce ("STOP 5") and stops the
SEID monitor ("MOFF"). The STOP command should be used dust
prior to terminating a session.
2.5.2.8 VIEW Command
Syntax: =VIEW[riea-key3[addr1
addr - octal address
The VIEW command causes the PDSS/IMC Data or the SEID Data
Buffers to be displayed to the VDU. The data is displayed as 4
hex characters (16 bits).
The /S control key causes the SEID Data Buffer area to be
displayed. If the /S control key and the adr parameters are
absent, the VIEW defaults to the ABEGIN area.
The VIEW display page is displayed to the VDU when the
-VIEW command is entered. The data on the display is refreshed
at a 1.0 second display refresh rate.
2.5.2.9 TASK Command
Syntax: -TASK task mask
-_ viii ,•r[+	 . i_s u+c	 ,.. s,_4P4
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The TASK command allows the operator to engage or disengage
the application tasks. The tasks are selected by the task-mask
parameter	 which	 is	 described	 in	 Figure	 A-16.
_	 2.5.2.10 DATA COMMAND
Syntax: =DATA data-index data-code hex-data
The DATA command allows the operator to modify model data.
The DATA data table is depicted in Figure A-17. 	 The data index
parameter references the model data control indes. 	 The
data-code parameter sets the model data control code. 	 The
data-code values are:
Code Value







The association for the model data and the output data is
shown in Figure A-18.
2.5.2.11 TMC COMMAND





The TMC file is created by the user using standard DEC
editor. The file consists of statements of which the first
character defines the statement type.
FIRST	 STATEMENT
CHARACTER	 TYPE
Stop (EOF) for TMC file
*	 wait time tttttt




The =TMC RUN initiates the TMC statement processing defined
by file = "filename". The statements are processed sequentially
until the stop statement is encountered.
The	 -TMC
	
STOP	 stops	 the	 TMC	 statement	 processing
immediately.
The -TMC HOLD freezes the TMC statement processing until a
go command is received.




Syntax: -MAO MAO-index hex-data
The WAD command allows the operator to output a data value
to a CAMAC AO register. Figure A-19 lists the CAMAC IO indices
and their assigned functions. Figure A-38 shows typical CAMAC
AU voltage conversions from hexadecimal data.
The user should be aware that the analog output value will
be over-written by the models unless an -DATA command has been
previously entered to freeze data.
2.5.2.13 RUN COMMAND
Syntax:	 -RUN run-code
run-code - 1 initialize SEID
2 skip initialize
The -RUN provides the operator the capability to skip the
standard SEID initialize.
2.6 MESSAGES
The following messages are displayed to the PDSS system
console. An explanation of each message is given.
MSG#	 MESSAGE
1	 -> ERR PARMS
The command syntax is incorrect, a parameter value is
invalid, or the number of parameters is incorrect.
^,	 A. ',_ _
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2	 -> ERR COMMAND
The command is invalid and is not processed.
	
3	 -> ERR MAP EXTENDED MEM
The RT-11 system calls to establish Extended Memory
Mapping indicates an error.	 This is an RT-11 or
hardware error.	 PDSS/IMC will not run without
Extended Memory Mapping.
	
4	 -> ERR LUOKUP
A system LOOKUP for a data file was in error.
	
5	 -> ERR READ
Disk read error occurred.
	
13	 -> ERR LOOKUP MMU.IMC
System LOOKUP of file MMU.IMC resulted in error.
	
14	 -> ERR LOOKUP IMC.LOG
The IMC log file (IMC.LOG) could not be opened.
	
15	 -> ERR LUG FULL
The IMC log file (IMC.LOG) is full and has been
closed.
	
17	 -> ERR PMEM LP
An error was encountered in writing to the line
printer.	 Verify that the printer is on.
	
18	 -> ERR WSSER
An error occurred on the .WRITE to SEID.
	
19	 -> SEID BEING INITIALIZED




2U	 -> TMC HOLD
TMC is in HOLD state.
21	 -> TMC STOP
TMC has been stopped.
22	 -> ERR AST CMU
An invalid AST command was received.
2.7	 PDSSIINC GENERATION
The	 PDSS /IMC	 files	 are	 as	 follows.
FILE CONTENTS
PDSSFG.SAV PDSS Foreground Task
INCCIS.NAC CIS Source Code
INCCIS.OBJ CIS Object Code
INCCIS.SAV CIS LOAD
RFC.NON CIS SEID Montor File
D.001 CIS Display Page 1 Background
D.002 CIS Display Page 2 Background
0.013 CIS Display Page 3 Background
D.004 CIS Display Page 4 Background
0.012 CIS Display Page 5 Background
INC.LOG INCLOG
RFC.S5 CIS Covet Track Sequence
NNU.INC NNU Load File




The RT-11 command to link the CIS software is:
i
OLCIS
The contents of the LCIS.COM file is as follows:
R LINK
INCCIS, INCCIS=PDSS, READKB, USRKB, LOG, INTHEX/C
VRAMC, SEID2, USROP, USRSQ, USRCIS, INCCIS//
The RT-11 command to run the CIS software is:
@RCIS





The LDUMP program displays the log on the PDSS CRT.
The operations enumerated below should be followed:





The NO-SCROLL key can be used to control t
scroll; i.e., to start and stop the display scrolling
2.9 IMCE DEP MMU LOAD




The file MMU.MAC c,)ntains the data source for the DEP MMU
load. This file is ed:tt^! using the standard RT-11 editor (EDIT
MMU.MAC).
After the MMU.MAC file has been edited, the following steps
should be followed.
1. MACRO MMU.MAC /* Assemble MMU.MAC */
2. @BMMU /* Link BMMU A MMU */
3. RUN BMMU /* Execute BMMU */
BMMU expects the PDSS Line Printer to be cabled and
powered.
2.10 PATCHING DEP MMU LOAD FILE
The FUSS DEP MMU load file [MMU.IMC] can be patched usi
the RT-11 PATCH utility.
	 The commands for executing PATCH <
36
discussed below.	 bold letters indicate keyboard entries the
	 7 +^
user should make.




To examine and change locations in the file the general
format is:
*word-offset/ current-value new-value <RET> or <LF>
For exampl e if the first and second words have the values
397.( 1 6.5) and 3.('3), they may be changed to the values by the
1 and 2 following commands:
*0/ 615 2 <LF>
*2/	 3 2 <RET>
To exit the PATCH utility, the E command causes PATCH to
close the file and return control to RT-11.
* E
2.11 REALTINE NODIFYING DEP NNU LOAD DATA







Sets MMU Load patch mode
Causes file to be read
Displays Load data
Modifies Load data
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iASTROSI IMCE TYPE ADDR GSE TYPE ADDR
Cmd	 clock RAUS SOC * RAUI SOC
Cmd	 data RAUS SO * RAUI SO N2
Data	 xfr	 rgst RAUS SIR * RAUI SIR
Data	 clock RAUS SIC * RAU1 S(C
Serial	 data RAUS SI * RAUI SI N2
WE	 cool	 pwr on/off DIO DO 001 SEID2 FI UO
Spare DIO DO 002 SEID2 FI 02
Master	 reset DID DO 003 SEID2 FI 04
CCD temp A/D Al 1.6 3112 AO N9A0
Heat	 sink	 temp A/D Al 17 3112 AO N9A1
Optics	 temp A/D Al 18 3112 AO N9A2
EA temp A/0 AI 19 3112 AO N9A3
CCD coop pwr A/D Al 20 3112 AO N9A4
Heat	 01	 pwr A/D Al 21 3112 AO N9A5
Heat	 02	 pwr A/D AI 22 3112 AO N9A6
Heat	 /3 pwr A/D Al 23 3112 AO N9A7
+5v A/D Al 24 3112 AO N10AO
+8v A/B Al 25 3112 AO N10A1
+18v A/D Al 26 3112 AO N10A2
-18v A/D Al 27 3112 AO N10A3
ASTBPT A/D Al 29 3112 AO N10A4
Mstr	 Clk	 Status DIO DI 1 SEID2 DO 0
JDRIRUJ
	
DE1	 TYPE	 ADDR	 GSE	 TYPE
	 ADDR
/* Incremental Angle Pulse Output */
+DTXA DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N6
-DTXA DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N6
+DTXB DE1 PULSE * GYROS PULSE N8
-DTXB DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N8
+DTYB DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N7
-DTYB DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N7
+DTYC DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N7
-DTYC DE1 PULSE * GYROS PULSE Nl
+DTZA DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N6
-DTZA DEI PULSE * GYROS PULSE N6
+OTLC DE1 PULSE * GYROS PULSE NH





/* Electrical	 Interface Mode Commands */




RRL1A DEI DO * SEID2 Fl Or`
RRL2A
RRH1B DEi DO * SEID2 Fl tl
RRH2B
RRL1B DEI DO * SH D2 FI 15
RRL2B
RRH1C DE1 DO * SEIO2 F1 39
RRH2C
 i
RRL1C DEI DO * SEID2 FI 23
RRI.2C
/* Range Status	 Telemetry Output */
RSTX1A DID DI 101 SEID? 00 16
Spare DID Di 102 SEID2 DO 01
RSTXIB DID D1 103 SE102 DO 11
Spare 010 DI 104 SEIO2 DO 03
RSTYIB DIO DI 105 SEID2 DO 18
Spare DID DI 106 SEID2 DO 05
RSTY1% DID 01 107 SIED2 DO 19
Spare 010 DI 108 SEID2 00 07
RSTZIA D10 1!1 105 SEIO2 DO 20
SPARE DIU DI 110 SEID2 CO 09
RSTtIC GIO DI 111 SEID2 DO 21
SPARE DID DI 112 SLID2 DO 11
fEMPA A/D Al 7 SM RES
TEMPH A/D Ai 8 Sli RES
TEMPC A/D Al. 9 SW RES
/* Analog Rate Telemetry Output */
ANRXA A/D Al 10 3112 AO N12A2	 ±'
ANRXB A/0 Al 11 3112 AO N12A3
ANRYB A/D Al 12 3112 AO N12A4
ANRYC A/D Al 13 3112 AO N12Ay
ANRXA A/0 Al 14 3112 AO N12A6
ANRZC A/D Al 15 3 1. 12 AO N12A7
T/MA A/D Al 4 3112 AO N11A4
T/MB A/D Al 5 3112 AO N11A5
T/MC A/D Al 6 3112 AO N11A6
FIGURE A-5: PDSS/IMC INTERFACE DEFINITION
(CONTINUED)
--	






IMCE TYPE ADDR GSE T YPE ADDR
CLOCK DEI SER * RIUI SER
DATA DEI SER * RIU1 SER N3
ENABLE DEI DO * RIUI DI
XERR A/D Al ' 3112 AO
YERR A/D Al * 3112 AO
(U
	 I IMCE TYPE ADDR GSE TYPE ADOR
CLOCK DEI SER * RIUI SER
DATA DEI SER * RIUI SER N4
XENABLE DEI DO * RIUI DI
VENABLE DEI DO * RIUI DI
XERR A/D AI 31 3112 AO NIOA6
YERR A/D Al 32 3112 AO NIOA7
I RAU1 1 IMCE T YPE ADDR GSE TYP E ADDR
Cod clock RAUI SOC * SEID2 SOC PCM CHO CLK 0
Cod data RAUI SO * SEID2 SO PCM DTA 0
Data xfr rgst RAUI SIR * SEID2 SIR PCM OTA REQ 0
Data clock RAUI SIC * SEID2 SIC PCM DTA CLK 0
Serial	 data RAUI SI * SEID2 SI PCM DTA 0
I TMT I IMCE TYPE ADDR GSE TYPE ADDR
TIME TMI UTC * SEID2 UTC UTC	 1
TIME UPDATE TMI UTCU * SEID2 UTCU UTCU 1
JHRMIJ IMCE T YPE .JDR GSE TYPE ADDR
DATA HRMI PCM * STAGS PCM










(POWER IMCE TYPE ADDR GSE TYPE ADDR
+5V PWR AO * SEID2 FI 33
+15V PWR AO * SEID2 FI 37
-15V PWR AO * SEID2 FI 39
TEMP PWR AO * SEID2 FI 45
+5V A/D AT 0 3112 AO N11A0
+15V A/D AI 1 3112 AO NllA1
-15V A/D Al 2 3112 AO N11A2
TEMP A/D Al 3 3112 AO N11A3
TEMP CAL	 INPUT SEID2 DO 34
+6V PWR AO * SEIO2 FI 35
+24V PWR AO * SEID2 FI 41
-24' PWR AO * SEID2 FI 43
STATUS PWR AO * SEID2 FI 47
-6V PWR AO * SEID2 FI 49
ICPDI
DRIRU X POWER ON SEID2 DO 48
DRIRU X POWER OFF SEID2 DO 49
DRIRU Y POWER ON SEID2 00 50
DRIRU Y POWER OFF SEID2 DO 51
DRIRU Z POWER ON SEID2 DO 52
DRIRU Z POWER OFF SEID2 DO 53
DRIRU HEATER POWER ON SEID2 DO 54
DRIRU HEATER POWER OFF SEID2 DO 55
IMCE POWER ON SEID2 DO 56
114CE	 POWER OFF SEID2 DO 51
IMCE HEATER ON SEID2 DO 58
INCE HEATER OFF SEID2 DO 59
AST POWER ON SEIO2 DO 60
AST POWER OFF SEID2 DO 61
EA HEATER ON SEID2 DO 62
EA HEATER OFF SEID2 DO 63
SA HEATER ON SEID2 DO 32
SA HEATER OFF SEIO2 00 33
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1	 I *MC: 	IMA+^E MO T IC+N	 +=tiMP '-MT	 E+D;HH: MM: '=:';	 +
' T	 L	 ?E	 NNN	 H	 1 ^'=:45c	 E l I-- 11 1 ,_::	 DI'. DI'_	 E, 1 ,-:,	 E1IS
,N/OFF	 =TATI_'S MC+E+E:'_•ELE+=T
4 1 1! 10	 HF T'_.	 X X X 1 1	 = TE:Ya	 !
I MCE °WR	 X X X TEMF' +X)()(^ 1 ?!F'ER Q	 !
r	 + _	 IMi E
	
LCAE' 1 -	 E1R IR1_Ia	 !
T ' 4	 =,ELF-TE'=•T	 X X X X 14 CMT TRK	 !
/	 ,_.	 DF. I RiJ	 PWR	 X X X	 TEMF' +X X Y ^ 15	 +='AL*	 !
XXX	 TEMF' +XXX" !
' XXX	 TEMF' +XXX" 2'2 MIR RESET	 !
11	 + ;'	 7	 A'_T	 C-WR	 X X X	 TEMF' +XXX"
FILTER SETTLE17lik!
!^Ai;	 [in=+Ei	 AST =TAT COMF'I_iTER L'+I_IMF"S	 !
14 +X	 +}: y X T Eva	 1r• A'=T+ 17	 LEP*	 1E	 P+_+_:	 !
15 l *XX 	 =RI:H 1'? AEiEiR,	XXXX	 XXXX	 +
1,­ 	 1 +y	 +XX .s	 TRK'^o; 2C, LNCH	 XXXX	 !
17' +X.XK 2'1. EXEC	 !
1:=' + +X	 +yY^















1! ITF IMAGE MOTION COMP 	 GMT DD/HH:MM:SS	 !
T_L_ID NNN H 123456 DIS OI9 DI ,:- . DIS DlS DIS * /
IMCE COMMANDS
	
GYRO CHANNEL XYZ !
4/ 3916 REBOOT	 3917 A B A* 2921 B P. A* !
5 1
 3902 SEL c'TEST ###	 3918 A B C* 3922 8 B Cw. !
AST COMMANDS
	
3919 A C 4* 3923 8 C A* !
7 1
 3925 :-::TANDBY*	 3920 A C C* 3924 8 C CA-j: 	 !	 ./26 SEARCH*	 DRIRU CHANNEL
	
/
91 3927 SEARCH LFOV*	 3^06 A HIGH* 3907A LOW*/
10/ 3928 RESET DEFECTS
	
3939 B HI^H* 3941B LOW*/
11 1 3929 LED ON*	 3942 [ HIGH* 3943C LOWo/
l	 393o LED OFF*
1
	 3931 LIGHT FLOOD ON*	 !
14 1
 3932 LIGHT FLOOD OFF*	 AST SYNCH	 !
15 1	33 FRAME START	 3908 1HZ* 3912 3HZ*	 !
'	 16! 102 SET DEFECTS	 3910 2HZ* 3915 4HZw
17 1 107 UPDATE INTERVAL /19/ 1"1 3 TEST C-OMMAND
	
DATA ---- ---- ----
2»'--------------------- ECML ------------------------- /
-------------------- CML------------------ --_--__/
-------------------- PL -------------------------- !
FIGURE A-9:	 RFC DISPLAY RFC002
^	
-.mmr, -^. oo.W ^ -^ - — — - --	
)JI












+0000 AWR N/B +0000 ANRYC ANRZA AMRZ[ +0000
TE %1 p 4 +0{«}0 TEMPD +0000 TEM p C +0000 T/MA +0000 T/ME: +0000 T/M[ +0000
^DTEM ^«000 ASTH^T +^000 ASTOPT +0000 ^STEAT +0000 ASTCP^ +0000 ASTH1P +0000
A-:THe-,;--- +0000 ASTH3P +0000 AST+5 +000(-.) A^T8FT +0000 AST+;= : A5T+18 +00N}
T-1 PSTEMP +0000 PS+5 +0000 PS-15 +0000 F'S +\ AST'zAT +0000	 |
DISCRETE /
7jCDD 3DDO DDDD DDGD DDDD DODD DDDD ODDD
SERIAL XXVX
^SSS ^SS9 SSSS ^S^S SSSS SSSS SSSS SSSS SSSS SS^S SSS^ SS5S S^SS SS-.3 SSSS ^^S
SSS5	 SS.:. SSSS SSSS SSSS SSSS SSSS SSSS SSS^ SSS^ SSSS SSSS SSS^ SS^S ^SS
^ANALO6 (ENGINEEPING UNIT' :-. +XX.XX)	 .
4mF,x4	 ANRXr- +0000 4NRY6' +0000 ANRYC +0000 ANRZA +0000 ANRZC -000C) ^ 
TEMr-'A +0000 TEMP8	 TEMP[ +0000 T/MA	 T/ ME	 +0000 T/MC	 +0000
DTEM +'''^00 A^TH^T +00V0 A6TOPT +0^^^ A^TEAT ^0^^^ AST[P^ +^0^0 ASTH1 p +0000
A ,-TH2r-	 A5T+	 +0000 ASTBPT +0000 A5T+^ +^000 AST+1S +0090 i 
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"PULSE 48,ON" 5 DRIRU	 A	 POWER ON
"PULSE 50,ON" 5 DRIRU	 B	 POWER ON
"PULSE 52,ON" 5 DRIRU
	
C	 POWER ON
"PULSE 56,ON" 2 IMCE	 POWER	 ON
"PULSE 58,ON" 1 IMCE	 HEATER	 ON
"PULSE 60,ON" 6 AST	 POWER	 ON
"PULSE 62,ON" 1 AST.	 EA	 HEATER ON	 +







"PULSE 49,ON" 8 DRIRU
	
A	 POWER DOWN	 e
"PULSE 51,ON" 8 DRIRU
	
B	 POWER DOWN
"PULSE 53,ON" 8 DRIRU
	 C	 POWER DOWN
"PULSE 57,ON" 9 IMCE	 POWER	 OFF
"PULSE 59,ON" 10 IMCE	 HEATER	 OFF
"PULSE 61,ON" 7 AST	 POWER	 OFF
"PULSE 63,ON" 10 AST	 EA	 HEATER OFF
"PULSE 33,ON" 10 AST	 SA	 HEATER OFF
FIGURE A-13:
	 IMCE POWER UP/DOWN COMMANDS










=I item-number	 hex-data	 ... DDU	 Item	 Entry
=P pfk-number DDU	 PFK	 Entry
=T hex-data DDU	 Type	 Entry
=C C-type	 sid	 hix-data	 ... DDU	 CMD	 Entry
SYSTEM COMMAND CATEGORY
Command Parameters Function
= TASK task-mask Select	 Tasks
= CTRL control-key	 Linteger-data] System	 Control
=VIEW Lview-key]Laddr] View	 Memory	 Data
=TMC tmc-command	 Lfilename] Run	 Timed	 Measurement
Commands
=LOG Laddr	 number-words] Run	 Log
= STOP Stop	 Task
= 0 1 S P display-key	 pid Select	 Display	 Page
=PMEM Print
	 Display	 Pages
= SRST System	 Reset
= STAR Start
= COMM comment-character-string Enter	 Log	 Comment
=MOD addr	 hex-data	 ...	 hex-data Modify	 Memory
=DATA data-index	 data-code Model	 Data
L	 hex-data...]
=WAD wao-index	 hex-data Write	 CAMAC	 AO
=RUN run-code Executive	 Run
FIGURE A-14:	 KEYBOARD COMMANDS
7dddr =	 octal	 address
c-type =	 ["WRI",	 "IS S11
comment-character-string =	 character	 string	 of	 length	 16
control-key =	 [" /Y", " /M"," /E",1'/T"]
data-code =	 [-1 ,U,+1]
data-index =	 [1,2,...,14]
display-key =	 11/1'"	 11
filename =	 RT-11	 filename
hex-data =	 array	 L1...4]	 of	 hex-characters
integer-data =	 integer
itein-number =	 [1...22]




s i a =	 siynaI	 identifier
task-mask =	 hex-data
tmc-command =	 [RUN,ST.OP,HOLD,GO]













FIGURE A-14:	 KEYBOARD COMMANDS
(CONTINUED)









2 IMCE	 PWR	 ON
3 IMCE	 LOAD
4 SELF	 TEST
5 DRIRU	 PWR	 ON
b AST	 PWR	 ON
7 AST	 PWR	 OFF
B ORIRU	 PWR	 OFF










19 adaa	 bbbb	 START
aaaa bbbb























T6 2.0 TEST.•MMU LOAD
T7 15.0 AST ACO TIME
T8 1	 u
T9 1.0
T 1 U 1.0
T11 1.0
T12 1.0 TASK	 12 -	 EXECUTIVE
T13 1.0 1 TASK	 l.3 -	 TMC
T14 1.0 2 TASK	 14 -	 AST	 CYCLIC
T15 1.0 3 TASK	 15 -	 COMTkK
Tlb l.0 4 TASK	 16 -	 EXMON
T17 1.0 5 TASK	 11 -	 ECAS i
T16 1.0 6 TASK	 18 -	 CREW
T19 1.0 7 TASK	 19 -	 FLTDIS
T20 1.0 Q TASK	 20 -	 DGENER
T21 1u.0 TASK	 21 -	 UIT	 M00FI_
T22 10.0 :U TASK	 22 -	 WUPPE	 MODEL
T23 1.0 11 TASK	 23 -	 AST	 MODEL E^
T24 1.0 12 TASK	 24 -	 DRIRU	 MODEL
T25 1.0 13 TAB'	 25 -	 POWER	 MODEL
T26 1.0 14 TASK	 26 -	 LOG	 FUNCTION
T27 1.0 15 TASK	 27 -	 DISPLAY	 UPDATE














































OUOO 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
UODU 0000 ODUU
0100 8200 0200 8iOO 0100 8200
0200 8100
0060 802U 0020 8060 0060 8020
OU20 806U
80A0 005U 8080 OOAO 80AO OU80
8080 UUAO










4.	 852. 764.	 764.	 260.
lU.	 3203 4987	 03E8	 1000	 2000	 lOUO
0000 8000
14.	 4000 U06U	 696.	 410.	 1023.	 731.
FIGURE A-17:
	 MODEL DATA CON TR OL
JL
DASTAL	 1740. (-50.c)	 CCDTEMP U
532. (+20.c)	 HS	 TEMP 2
696. (+20.c)	 OPTICS	 TEMP 4
410. (+40.c)	 EA	 TEMP 6
1023. (5v)	 HEAT	 #1	 PWR 10
731. (-5v)	 HEAT	 #2	 PWR 12
731. (-5v)	 HEAT	 #3	 PWR 14
1796. (+5v)	 AST+Sv 16
1486. (+18v)	 AST+8v 18
1675. (+18v)	 AST+18v 20
-1675. (-18v)	 AST-18v 22
619. (2Uc)	 bP	 TEMP 26
622. (20c)	 SA	 TEMP 24




VALUE	 SIGNAL	 AO INDEX	 DESCRIPTION
DPWR IMCE Analog	 Output	 Signals
(1) 852. PWR+SV 32
(2) 764. PWR+15V 34
(3) 764. PWR-15V 36
(4) 26U. IMCE	 TEMP 38
OAST ASTSO AST Serial	 Output
3203 4987	 03E8	 1000	 3000	 1000
UODU 8000	 4000	 0060
FIGURE A-18:












DTMI 851., 776.,	 945. DRIRU	 Gyro	 Spinup	 Power	 Up
DTMA 12., 13.,	 10. FOR	 I = 1	 TO	 DTMT
DTMT 45., 35.,	 43. OTMV(I)=DTMV(I-1)+DTMA
where	 DTMV(0)=DTMI
DTMU 26U. T/MA 40 DRIRU	 Gyro	 Currents
305. T/MB 42
323. T/MC 44














DGYRO Gyro	 Channel	 Pulses	 j
L
I
xxxx	 xxxx	 xxxx	 xxxx
4 (1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 I
FIGURE A-18:
	 MODEL DATA DESCRIPTION
(CONTINUED)
__ l





SIGNAL	 AO INDEX	 DESCRIPTION
Gyro's Loaded (1) (2) (3) (4)
xxxx = 0 Stops Gyro Output






0800 0500 0400 0400 0400
0200 U200
DTEST	 Test Data








U N(	 9)A(0) CCD	 TEMP
2 1 HEAT SINK	 TEMP
4 2 OPTICS	 TEMP
6 3 EA TEMP
8 4 CCD	 LOOP	 PWR
r
-	 lU 5 HEAT	 #1	 PWR
12 6 HEAT,	 #2	 PWR
14 7 HEAT #3	 PWR
16 N(10)A(U) +5V	 AST
18 1 +8V	 AST
20 2 +18V AST
22 3 -18V	 AST
24 4 SA	 ELECTRONICS
26 5 BASE	 PLATE	 TEMP
28 6 UIT	 XERR
3U 7 UIT	 YERR
32 N(11)A(0) PWR	 +5V
34 1 PWR	 +15V
36 2 PWR	 -15V








(	 52 2 ANRXA j





62 7 ANRZC 1
FIGURE A-19:
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FIGURE A - 20:	 IMLE MMU LOAD SPECIFICATIONS
(CONTINUED)
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SAMPLE SIZE SPSANL
NAME DESCRIPTION RATE ^ITS INDEX
Spa r e 1 8 0
Spare 1 8 1
ANRXA X	 Axis	 Rate	 A 1 8 2
ANRXB X	 Axis	 Rate	 8 1 8 3
ANRYB Y	 Axis	 Rate	 B 1 8 4
ANRYC Y	 Axis	 Rate	 C 1 8 5
ANRZA Z Axis	 Rate A 1 8 6
ANRZC Z	 Axis	 Rate	 C 1 8 7
TEMPA A GYRO Temperature 1 8 8
TEMPB B	 GYRU	 Temperature 1 8 9
TEMPC C	 GYRO Temperature 1 8 10
T/MA A GYRO Motor	 Current 1 8 11
T/MB B	 GYRO Motor	 Current 1 8 12
T/MC C	 GYRO Motor	 Current 1 8 13
CCUTEM AST	 CCD	 Temperature 1 8 14
ASTHST AST	 Heat	 Sink	 Temperature 1 8 15
ASTUPT AST	 Optics
	 Temperature 1 8 16
A.STEAT AST	 EA Temperature 1 8 17
ASTCPW AST	 CCD	 Cooler	 Volt 1 8 18
ASTHIP AST	 Heater	 N1	 Volt 1 8 19
ASTHIP AST	 Heate r	N2	 Volt 1 8 20
ASTH3P AST	 Heater	 M3	 Volt 1 8 21
AST+S AST	 +5	 Volts 1 8 22
ASTBPT AST	 Baseplate	 Temperatu r e 1 8 23
AST+B AST	 +8	 Volts 1 8 24
AST+18 AST	 +18	 Volts 1 8 25
AST-18 AST	 -18	 Volts 1 8 26
PSTEMP IMCE	 Temperature 1 8 27
PS+5 PS	 +y 1 8 28
P5-15 PS	 -15	 Volts 1 8 29
NS+15 PS	 +15	 volts 1 8 30
AS T SAT AST	 SA	 Electronics	 Temperatu r e 1 8 31










DESCRIPTION	 BITS	 POSITION	 TYPE
r	 ' DEP	 Software	 Status Parent	 Word 1
-Load MMU On/Off DEP 1-01 1 15 8
-Load UK Y/N UEP 1-U2 1 14 B
-Test Go/Nogo DEP 1-03 1 13 B
-DRI	 Mode Hi/Lo DEP 1-U4 1 1'L 3
-Standby On/Off DEP 1-05 1 11 B
-Operate On /Off DEP 1-06 1 10 B
-DRI	 (Only) On/Off DEP 1-07 1 9 B
-Mirror	 Reset Un/Off UEP 1-08 1 8 B
-Comet On/Off DEP 1-09 1 7 B
-Calibrate On/Off DEP 1-10 1 6 B
-AST Standby Y/N DEP 1-11 1 5 B
-AST Search Y/N DEP 1-12 1 4 B
-AST Track Y.,N DEP 1-13 1 3 B
-Filter	 Settled Y/N DEP 1-14 1 2 B
-IMCE	 Power Un/Off DEP 1-15 1 1 8
-AST Dump Y/N UEP 1-16 1 0 8
DEP	 Software
	 Status Parent	 Word
-XA YB
	 ZA DEP 2-01 1 15 8
-XA	 YB	 Z
 UEP 2-02 1 14 B
-XA	 YC	 ZA UEP 2-03 1 13 8
-XA	 YC	 Z  UEP 2-04 1 12 B
-XB
	
YB	 ZA DEP 2-05 1 11 B
-XB	 YB	 LC DEP 2 -06 1 10 B
-XB	 YC	 ZA DEP 2-07 1 9 B
-XB	 YC	 ZI DEP 2-08 1 8 B
-PCC Dump On /Off	 DEP 2-09 1 7 8









UESCRIPTIUN	 BITS	 POSITION	 TYPE









-3 System	 Interrupt	 E r ror 1 13
-4 8087	 Ccmputational	 Error 1 12
-5 Running	 in	 Monitor 1 11
-6 Error 6 1 10
-7 Error	 7 1 9
-8 Error 8 1 8
-9 Error	 9 1 7
-10 Error	 10 1 6
-11 Error	 11 1 5
-12 Error	 12 1 4
-13 Error	 13 1 3
-14 Er r or	 14 1 2
-15 Error	 15 1 1
-16 error	 16 1 U
PCC	 Sottware	 Statue Parent	 Word	 1
-Telemetry On/Uff	 PCCO1 1 15 B
-RAU On/Uff	 P0002 1 14 B
-Spare 11 13-3 B	 r
-PCC Memory	 Test Error/Hoerr	 PCC14 1 2 B
-Spare 2 1-0 B
Group 1 DI Parent Word
-Spare 10 15-6	 B
-URI	 Range Status ZC DI 1 5	 B
-DRI	 Range Statue ZA DI 1 4	 B
-URI
	
Range Status YC DI 1 3	 B
-URI
	
Range Status YB Ul 1 2	 B
-URI
	
Range Status XB DI 1 1	 B
-URI	 Range Status XB DI 1 1	 B
-DRI	 Range Status XA OI 1 0	 N





DESCRIPTION BITS POSITION TYPE
DRI
	
Mode Command	 Group DO's	 Parent	 Word
-Spare 10 15-6 B
-DRI	 Mode Command C, Low 1 5 B
-DRI	 Mode Command C, High 1 4 B
-URI	 Mode Command B, Low 1 3 B
-DRI	 Mode Command B, High 1 2 B
-DRI	 Mode Command A, Low 1 1 B
-DRI	 Mode Command A, High 1 0 B
RAUI	 Status	 Parent	 Word
-Spare IU 15-6 B
-PCO	 Buffer	 Overflow i 5 B
-RAU
	 Did	 Not	 Take	 All	 RAUI	 Data 1 4 B
-PCU	 Data	 Word	 Parity	 Error 1 3 B
-STSW	 Parity	 Error 1 2 B
-Non-Valid	 STSW 1 1 B
-Parity	 Bit 1 0 B
I'
i
G roup 0 DI Parent Word
-Maste r Clock Status	 1	 15	 B
-Spare	 15	 14-0	 B
Data deposited in SPSDIS
C)
IM
FIGURE A-23:	 ECIO DISCRETE DATA
(CONTINUED)
ORIGINAL PAGE M'















-AST Memory Dump On/Off
-AST	 Self	 Test	 Star On/Off
C/	 -AST	 Error Flag	 Normal/Error

























AST Data 	 or	 arent
-AST	 Light	 Flood	 Status
-AST	 Brightness	 of	 1st	 Star
-AST Brightness	 of	 2nd	 Star













AST Data Word	 3	 Parent
-AST— Error Number







AST	 Vertical	 oord.	 of	 Ist	 Sta r	(16 L	 d U
AST	 Horizontal	 oord.	 of	 st	 Star
AST	 Vertical	 Coord-.	 of	 nd	 Star
AST	 Horizontal	 Coord.	 of	 2nd	 Star 16	 L	 B 16 0 U
AST	 Vertical	 Coord.	 of	 rd	 tar __9
AST	 Horizontal	 Coord.	 of	 3rd	 Star 16	 LSB 16 0 U
AST	 Data Word	 10	 Parent
-Spare -
-AST Vertical	 Coorr. :f 1st Star (2 MSB) 2 11-10 U
-AST Hor.	 Coord.	 of 1st Star, (2 MSB) 2 9-8 U
-AST Vertical	 Coord. of 2nd Star (2 MSB) 2 7-6 U
-AST Hor.	 Coord.	 of 2nd Star (2 MSB) 2 5-4 U
-AST Vertical	 Coord. of 3rd Star (2 MSB) 2 3-2 U
-AST Hor.	 Coord.	 of 3rd Sta r (2 MSB) 2 1-0 1
Calibrate Moce Y	 16	 0	 U
Calibrate  ode
Data deposited in SPSSER









b - IF (DATA .and. MASK) = 1
then bit is off
else bit is on
i	 DATA = integer
rjs (DA T A .and. MASK)
h	 hexadecimal integer
v	 voltage = 20/255(UATA+.5)*100







2 IMCE	 PWR xxx
3 IMCE	 LOAD*






8 AST PWR	 xxx











30 IMCE	 TEMP	 +xxx
26 EXEC*
31 DRIRU	 TEMP	 +xxx
32 +xxx
33 +xxx
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*S(	 ) =	 SPSME	 Analog	 Input





1 HTRS ENA Issue
	
DOP	 -	 IMCE	 Heater	 On
SIU-#3370,DOP-11,SEID-58
Issue
	 DOP	 -	 AST	 EA	 Heater On
SID-#3374,DOP-15,SEID-62
Issue	 DOP -	 AST	 SA	 Heater On
SID=3386,DOP-27,SEI0=32
2 IMCE PWR	 ON Issue	 DOP	 -	 IMCE	 Power	 On
SIU=#3368,DOP=9,SEID-56
3 IMCE LOAD DEP	 Protocol	 MMU	 Load
4 SELF TEST Issue	 SPSME	 DO	 31
SID=#3902,WRI=001F,SDO=31
5 DRIRU PWR	 ON Issue	 DOP	 -	 DRIRU A	 Power On
SID=#3360,DOP=I,SEID-48
Issue	 DOP	 -	 DRIRU	 B	 Power	 On
SID=#3362,DOP=3,SEID=50
Issue DOP -	 DRIRU C	 Power On
SID=#3364,DOP=5,SEID=52
6 AST PWR ON Issue	 DOP	 -	 AST	 Power	 On ISID=#3372,DOP=I3,SEIU=60 }
7 AST PWR OFF Issue	 DOP	 -	 AST	 Power	 Off
SID=#3373,DOP=I4,SEID=61
r_ 
8 URIRU PWR	 OFF Issue	 DOP	 -	 DRIRU	 X	 Power	 Off
!`SID=#3361,DOP=2,SEID=49




Issue	 DOP	 -	 DRIRU	 Z	 Power	 Off
SID=#3365,DOP=6,SEID=53
9 IMCE PWR	 OFF Issue
























Issue DOP - IMCE Heater Off
SID=M3371,DOP-12,SEID=59
Issue DOP - AST EA Heater Off
SID=#3375,DOP-16,SEID=63
Issue DOP - AST SA Heater Off
SID=3387,DOP-28,SEID=33
Issue SPSME DO - Standby
SID=N3903,WRI-0001,SDO=1
Issue SPSME DO - Operate
SID-N3904,WRI=0002,SD0=2
Issue SPSME DU - DRIRU Only
SID=M3905,WRI=0003,SDO=3
Issue SPSME DO - Comet TraCk
SID=#3909,WRI=0007,SDO=7




Issue Dump Serial Message
SID=TBD,WRI=FOOx,ssss,llll











SID COMMAND SDO WRI
3907 DRIRU	 High/Low 5 0005
3908 AST	 SYNCH	 1HZ 6 0006
391U AST	 SYNCH 2HZ 8 ODU8
3912 AST SYNCH 3HZ lU OOOA
3915 AST	 SYNCH 4HZ 12 OOOC
3916 REBOOT 11 OOOB
3917 GYRO	 CHNL	 XA,YB,ZA 13 OOOD
3918 XA,YB,ZC 14 000E
3919 XA,YC,ZA 16 0010
3920 XA,YC,ZC 17 0011
3921 XB,YB,ZA 18 0012
3922 XB,YB,ZC 19 0013
3923 XB,YC,ZA 20 0014
3924 XB,YC,ZC 21 0015
3925 AST STANDBY 15 OOOF
3926 AST	 SEARCH 22 0016
3927 AST	 SEARCH	 LFOV 23 U017
3928 AST RESET DEFECTS 24 0018
3929 AST	 LED ON 25 0019
3930 AST	 LED OFF 26 U01A
3931 AST	 LIGHT FLOOD ON 27 001B
3932 AST LIGHT FLOOD OFF 28 ODIC
3933 AST FRAME	 START 29 U01D
3934 SET GMT 30 001E
3902 SELF	 TEST 31 001F
TBD DRIRU	 CHANNEL	 A	 HIGH 32 0020
TBU A LOW 33 0021
TBD B	 HIGH 34 0022
TBD B	 LOW 35 0023
TBD C	 HIGH 36 0024
TBD C	 LOW 37 0025
3903 STANDBY 1 0001
3904 OPERATE 2 0002
3905 DRIRU	 ONLY 3 0003
3909 COMET TRACK 7 0007
3911 CALIBRATE 9 0009
TBD Mirror	 Reset 48 0030
















SET AST DEFECTS FOOD F002 dddd
AST TEST COMMAND F000 F003 dddd	 dddd
DUMP AST FOOD F004 dddd
DUMP DEP F000 F005 dddd dddd
DUMP PCC F000 F006 dddd













R-j	 SID	 COMMAND	 WRI
TBD	 GMT
	
F001 dddd dddd dddd dddd
TBD	 COMET TRACK
	








0 Master	 Clock	 Status
:i2 AST	 SA Heater On
33 Off
34 Temp	 CAL	 Input






54 DRIRU	 Heater	 Power On
55 Uff
555 IMCE	 Power	 On
57 Off
58 IMCE	 Heater	 On
59 U f f
60 AST Power On
61 Off
c^








	 SEIU DISCRE ? E OUTPUTS






1 WRITE	 1,GMT,1 Broadcast GMT
2 WRITE	 O,GMT,1 Broadcast GMT
3 REAU 0 Read PCM Channel	 0
4 TIME Read GMT 8 MET
6 SSEN-BLK 0,1,2 9 3,4,5,6.7 Read SPSME DI's
8 SSAM-BLK 0,1 Read SPSME AI's
10 SSREAD Read SPSME Serial
































r^„i +fir ` I^•^ / ^!►^y ^^.:.: i!d .
The SEID GML is stored on the PDSS disk under filen
'RFC.MON'.






































1. The Comet Track sequence is stored on the PDSS disk wider
filename 'RFC.S5'.
2. The Comet Track segeunce is loaded by PDSS and executed as
sequence 5 in SEID ('UEF 5').
3. The Comet Track sequence executes continuously once stated.
Based on the value of SEID dynamic table entry 0 (D[0]), the
sequence performs as follows:
D U	 SEQUENCE
0	 No I/0, Runs every 10 seconds
1	 Writes Comet Track data every
10 milliseconds
lU	 Writes Comet Track data every
1 second
FIGURE A-35:	 C OMET TRACK SEQUENCE DEFINITION
FIGURE A-36:




















































































Given a sta r B r ightness B(x), the Noise Equivalent Angle
(NEA) and variance are computed from a table lookup.
Pixel Scale Factor
P2R = 24.51 Aresec/pixel = 1.1882783E-4 Radians/pixel
(4.8481368E-5 Radians/arc-sec)
Boresight Coordinates
BSC = 239.6 (Column)
BSL = 290.1 (Line)
AST Validity Check Parameteo•s
TOLB = 2 (Brightness Units)
TOLM = 2 (Motion Pixels)
C	 FIGURE A-37: NEA LOOKUP TABLE NOTES




HEX DEC VOLTS HEX DEC VOLTS
7F 127 9.96 80 -128 -10.04
73 11 9.02 8D -115 -9.02
t 6C 108 8.47 94 -108 -8.47
66 1U2 8.00 9A -102 -8.00
60 96 7.52 AO -96 -7.52
59 89 6.98 A7 -89 -6.98
53 83 6.51 AD -83 -6.51
4D 77 6.U4 B3 -77 -6.04
46 7C 5.49 BA -10 -5.49
4U 64 5.02 CO -64 -5.02
39 57 4.47 C7 -57 -4.47
33 51 4.OU CD -51 -4.00
2D 45 3.53 03 -45 -3.53
26 38 2.98 DA -38 -2.98 =^'
1Y
20 32 2.51 EO -32 -2.51
1A 26 2.04 E6 -26 -2.04
13 19 1.45 ED -19 -1_.45
U0 13 1.02 F3 -13 -1.02 4	 =a
06 6 0.47 FA -6 -0.47







	 = -128	 TO	 +127
CONVERSION FACTOR =	 .07843137
i
FIGURE




HEX UEC VOLTS HEX DEC VOLTS
1FF 511 9.99 200 -512 -10.00
lE6 486 9.5U 21A -486 -9.50
1CC 46U 8.99 234 -460 -8.99
1B3 435 8.5U 24D -435 -8.50
180 384 7.51 280 -384 -7.51
166 358 7.00 29A -358 -7.00
14C 332 6.49 2B4 -332 -6.49
133 307 6.00 2CD -307 -6.00
119 281 5.49 2E7 -281 -5.49
lU0 256 5.00 300 -256 -5.00
OE6 230 4.50 31A -230 -4.50
OCU Zu5 4.01 333 -205 -4.01
OB3 179 3.50 34D -179 -3.50
U99 153 2.99 367 -153 -2.99
080 128 2.50 380 -128 -2.50
066 102 1.99 39A -102 -1.99
U4D 77 1.51 3B3 -77 -1.51
U33 51 1.00 3CD -51 -1.00
01A 26 0.51 3E6 -26 -0.51
UUU 0 0.00
HRM: VOLTAGE RANGE
	 = -10.0	 TO	 +10.0
COUN T,	 RANGE	 = -512	 TO	 +511





HEX DEC VOLTS HEX DEC VOLTS
7FF 2047 10.0 F801 -2047 -10.00
799 1945 9.50 F867 -1945 -	 9.50
l 
J	
732 1842 9.00 F8CE -1843 -	 9.00
6CC 1740 8.50 F934 -1740 -	 8.50
666 1638 8.00 F99A -1638 -	 8.00
5FF 1536 7.50 FA01 -1536 -	 7.50
599 1433 7.00 FA67 -1433 -	 7.00
532 1331 6.50 FACE -1331 -	 6.50
4CC 1229 6.00 FB34 -1229 -	 6.00
466 1126 5.50 FB9A -1126 -	 5.50
.0 1024 5.00 FC01 -1024 -	 5.00
399 921 4.50 FC67 -	 921 -	 4.50
333 819 4.00 FCCO -	 819 -	 4.00
2CC 717 3.50 FD34 -	 717 -	 3.50
266 614 3.OU FD9A -	 614 -	 3.00
1FF 512 2.50 FE01 -	 512 -	 2.50
199 41U 2.00 FE67 -	 410 -	 2.00
133 307 1.50 FECD -	 307 -	 1.5U
CC 205 1.00 FF34 -	 205 -	 1.00
66 102 0.50 FF9A -	 10 n -	 0.50
U U 0.00
CAMAC-AU VOLTAGE RANGE = -IU.OU TO +10.00
C	 COUNT RANGE = -2048 TO +2047
CONVERSION FACTOR = 0.004884
FIGURE A-40:








OF POOR Q ALl
t	 I I	 ^r^t ►r-, I
I S	 dby	 I F )o I None - ?vote 1
(Fra-e Se!rch
	
(Ii-rited FLT') I F002 one {
I 7 ,- a-,e Sear c 	 (f ull	 FV 1)	 I F003 I !r I
IA:::: Defect Cwrdir.2tes	 I F004 I!:o_e 2 I
Ineset erect Nap	 I FU05 (None I
I F-c_f,	 L_.ecrte Interval	 { F001 INN--e 3 i	 t
I ^'-a7 z: n , 	Dm..?	 I PO 20 ! ►:cte 4 I
I Sei	 T-es-- LEZ) On	 I F040 i !+c- I -




	 I F008 I ?vo:^e
11-1 G:-It	 Flood Of f	 I F009 I None I
IFra:.e Start
	 I F080 !?^ ^e I
I	 I I_ __ I	 ( -y
U GC • ^
1.	 When additional parameters are not reouired for a wmma_n;-	 the second
-
word'..4i
of the fixed 2 Word format is ignored ty ASTROS
2. Tbis command adis a 6x6 pixel region to the CCD defect man The Command s:
Paraneter is defined as follows:
5	 8 7	 0
Word 2
	 i	 Li
Where Ci , Li identify the 6x6 pixel region as containing the corners (Xi 2,
C^
	
"Li-2) and (2Ci + 3, 2Li + 3), and 2 S Ci S 158, 2 S Li S 254
15 12 11	 0
3. Word f2 has the fourat
Where: I c
 is the AS OS Update Interval (in milliseconds)
15	 0
4. Word f2 has the f oMd' t L_____ Al
Where: Al
 is the 16-bit address of tho first word of rvnory to be read.
FIGURE A-41: FIGHT COMMAND FORMAT	 ,
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY 93
1 1 1.6	 1:
Pr,('T T Wry
1. "I1" 40 1 tfte 1
(v^	 2.
i^cz c Li- e ^:ir.3^,; 1
Load Co'_-- k	 1 "Pl" 5031 Mote 1
3. Load Line winazyw 2 "L2" 4C32 Note 1
4. L:--d Ca_L:-. ,	 2 "P2" 5C32 Tate 1
5. Load L._ ne W r Sow 3 " 1,3" 4(--3 'sae 1
6. Lcac Cc ,:	 ., Window 3 .3" ^G?? !:: to 1
7. W no w F>	 F= e "1,?:' 375c 1 or- e 2
B. D..:-, :) h1.-)5W rat-. "I,L" 5744 ?vo te 3
9. Load Tnreslhold Value "LT" 4054 Note 4
10. T^reshold E>:pcsure Wall 5458 ?vote 2
11. D p 23c. 2iresold Pixels "rule 4L54 ?vo:^-- - Note 5
12. DL=,p Tzresold Data "TD" 5444 Note 6
13. ra p Ex--su-r e "P'JC" 4356 Note 2
1_4. Sotti.are Reset "SR" 5352 None - Note 7
15. Ykan, or	 D.rr,o with C,ecks.: "tom" 4.'x:4 Note 8
16. Local Status "LS" 4053 None - Note 9
17, D-rip CCD Para-3eters "CP" 4350 None - Note 10
18. Load Radiator DAC "RD" 5244 Note 11
19. Load Optics DAC "OD" 4F44 Note 11





1. The line and column of a `x5 window are the coordinates of the window
v
	 pixel nearest (0,0).
2. The exposure (intecrat I=Z ) time is in units of 0.2 ms. All 6 window
coordinates must be pxr- - 05 •d with valid values before this command is
issued. For each line or a window, the 3 column cr:ard band pixels are
input and stored in	 to the 5 line pir.els in the window.	 (8
pixels/line x 15 lirc!' 	 %0 total data nu;-,.bers stored). All pixel data
numbers are stored se.T,1'''' 14 11y without sorting.










Fti- - PYl ation
Bi
ORIGINAL PAGE 11	 94
OF POOR QUALrrii
15	 14	 _10 9 _	 5 4 	 0
L 1	 53	 I b2	 Bl_^







15	 12 11 10 9 R 7	 6 5	 4 3	 2 1	 0
(S?ace)I Cl I L, I C2 I L2 I C3 I L3
Titi	 Fozsible Va1^'s
Brightness of ith star
	





	 Light flood status	 O-OFF
1-0N
E
	 Error Nu--ber	 0-15
T
	
Integration time	 = T (in milliseconds)











fiord = Flr c-  word of eadh data outDUt:
7	 6	 5	 3	 2	 1	 0r^
T	 W I q`	 -	 '^'^" I R	 !LFIr
- -
Tyr..*1^	 ^cCi ^ ilp p o
^...r	 G, e_ a .`_nc hbde	 C-:`all Fir--   F ^si =i tion
2-Track
3-St?anc^,
Fite 'Flag	 0-2;or al 0 s ration
1-iecrae st ed updz to iriterz el
will decra3e rerforra ce
T`	 T e=electric Coder	 0OFF
Pow er
	 1 -ON




• '	 Memory Data	 0-Normal Operation
1-Subsegt e nt S words are ranory
da to
F-pproxiirate Interval 	 = I x IOms
be t. ,
 eer upda t.e s







OF POOR QUALITY t,
T2
1





r ir:o:;s 4-9) ho:izon:al
	 a)ores;azer c_	 t_. e 	 :^.
{ star
	 relative	 to	 the CCD frame
f corrected for optical d i s o; t i o%
C i ,L i "mss of ith sta:	 Two NSPs (bits 16 and 17)	 of the
(orWor d 10) vertical
	
and	 )-.o: izcntal






	 ACQUISITION MODES AND TRACK MODE DATA FORMAT
(CONTINUED)
'`--W' 3.1	 —..—p is..	
---	
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